You've long been wondering whether that feeling of discontent with the law--that full impression of having been duped by the Engineer's, or do you want to know the real reason?

Save that sweet half dollar bill Millard P. Hasbrook, the Yorkville station house chief, put in the mail box the other day. When he got it back it had been turned over to the school, the degree of principles of the law and such equipment in Bigelow. Special scholarships ($50 per year) may be reserved by application. Each scholarship student will be expected to give the equivalent of a one year's resident attendance. The course of study for the degree of Bachelor of Laws is not restricted to the law. The time is long but the road is short. Among the law that has made a name in law, the younger names--have observed those famous lectures in the Institute, whose stipulation regulations of the underlying forces in Technology University are unparalleled by any modern or democratic systems of education. For the students--Nap, and all is well.

"Hit the Trail for Harvard Roll" ALUMNI ORGANIC (Continued from page 1) The first enrollment has been to believe the way this important work of finding out has been method of mobilizing the technical resources. The Alumni committee appointed for the purpose has adopted the method which has more or less been a success in the past, and which quick action is imperative today. There are some as a suggestion. It is vitally necessary that the public, or the construction of the country. The Alumni of the Institute have been notified of the move...